In 2017 we diverted 84% of material from landfill
through source reduction, reuse, and
composting. This year we are aiming higher.

Our commitment to zero waste:

Zero waste refers to the diversion of 90% or more nonhazardous waste from the landfill.

Because Deutschtown Music Festival is striving to be a
zero waste event, we are instituting a ban on all
Styrofoam in 2018!

How can you contribute?
1)

Travel Green! Walk, bike, bus, or carpool to the
festival for a safer way to get there and back. It is
cost effective and reduces your carbon footprint.

2)

Use our zero waste stations. Stop, read, sort,
before you throw anything away. Zero waste
stations will be located throughout the festival to
assist you keep the festival green and clean. Each
station has three bins: compost, recycle, and landfill
with easy to understand pictures of what material is
accepted.

3)

Double-check your compost. Make sure your
used service ware is marked compostable or it
fits the criteria at the zero waste station signage
before tossing it into the compost bin.

How can we make this a zero waste festival?
1)

COMPOST! DMF and PRC have coordinated with festival
vendors to provide compostable service ware, which will
then be turned into nutrient-rich soil instead of waste.
Because small amounts of contamination can result in an
entire bin of compost being thrown away, it’s important to
place your used items in the correct bin.

*Sill not sure where to put your waste? Just ask one of the Pennsylvania
Resources Council’s Zero Waste Event Assistants wearing green vests!
PRC’s environmentally friendly support staff will be nearby to answer
any of your questions!
2)

REDUCE! In 2018 DMF is banning the use of all polystyrene
aka Styrofoam! Also leave your Red solo cups at home! They
cannot be recycled.

3)

REUSE whenever possible! Bring a reusable water bottle
and refill it throughout the day. It takes 3x the amount of
water to produce the plastic bottle than it does to fill it.
Approximately 38 billion water bottles are landfilled each
year.

4)

Recycle! Aluminum cans, glass, #1 and #2 Plastics can all
be turned into new material so make sure you recycle.

To learn more about how you can reduce your waste visit Pennsylvania
Resources Council’s Zero Waste Zone at Deutschtown Music Festival or visit
the Zero Waste Pennsylvania webpage. http://prc.org/programs/zwpa/zwpa/

